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2017 New South Wales
State Mixed Teams Championship
OVER 4 MONDAY NIGHTS ON OCTOBER 30, NOVEMBER 6,13 & 20

The 7NT Challenge  by Yumin Li

In the fourth round of the State Mixed Teams, we lost. My teammate Axel Johannsson asked me how to bid 
7NT on board 26 after partner opened 1NT showing 15-17 hcp and I thought it was easy: “Just bid 5NT 
invitational” I said.
But looking at all 4 hands, I realised I was wrong. In fact no one reached this absolutely cold contract. So I 

think I owe Axel an apology.

Which brings us to the very good question: how does one reach 7NT when holding this hand

♠	A53
♥	93
♦	AK8 
♣	AQJ98

opposite partner’s opening of 1NT? This is a very good 18 hcp, but it probably is still not good enough to invite 
with a bid of 5NT.

Would it do the trick to bid 4♣ Gerber – if you play that – and then 5NT if partner showed an ace? I think this is 
a little better, but perhaps still too aggressive. 6NT remains a reasonable contract.

By now you are probably wondering what partner holds.

♠	K82
♥	AKQ82
♦	Q63 
♣	K5

I suppose you could argue that this 17 hcp hand is actually too good to open just 1NT. Let’s say we open 1♥ instead 
– which is what my opponent did at the table. Their auction went 1♥-2♣-3NT, apparently showing 18-19 hcp with 
the jump rebid. However, after thinking for a long time, North bid 6NT – so that didn’t work either.

Is there a better approach to bid this cold 7NT?

Playing Precision, I would like to bid thus:
1♣ (strong) - 2♣ (game forcing, showing a club suit)
2♥ (natural) - 3♥ (in fact it’s not always clear whether to support with xx in hearts, but this time it is right)

After a 3♥ bid, I think it is not that difficult to count 13 tricks after cue bids and RKCB in hearts from North.
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2017 NSW Mixed Teams Championship*
4 sessions to be held on MONDAYS at 7.30pm

OCTOBER 30, NOVEMBER 6, 13 & 20

DIRECTOR:  John McIlrath

ENTRY FEES:  $72 members $84 non members

PRIZES: 1st $400 | 2nd $280 | 3rd Wine

Red masterpoints awarded at State Championship Level

*New requirement for 2017
Teams must have mixed partnerships (i.e. one female and one male) 
at both tables for all matches to be eligible to win the title and prizes.

Other teams may enter, but are ineligible to win prizes.

Teams with a member playing in the Australian Open Team Playoff may either use a substitute or 
take byes and pro-rata scores for session 3 – see the Supplementary Regulations. 

All systems will be permitted. Pairs wishing to play a system classified as yellow must 
submit a copy of the system summary to the Chairman of the Tournament Committee by 
Monday October 23. Pairs playing green systems may not claim protected pair status.

All substitutions must be requested in advance by submitting the online form at www.nswba.com.au/forms/substitute.asp

Entries on the noticeboard at the NSWBA, phone 9264-8111 during office hours, 
or via the online entry form on the web:  www.nswba.com.au

Winners of 
the State Mixed Teams – Liam 
Milne, Pauline Potts, Elizabeth 

Adams and Andrew Peake.

http://www.nswba.com.au
http://nsw.bridgeaustralia.org/teamresults.asp?id=4213&umbid=0&iswide=y
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But what about playing Standard or 2/1 Game Forcing? I think South should avoid using 3NT to show 18-19 
hcp, because this makes things very awkward for North. If playing 1NT including a 5-card major, perhaps the 
auction could begin this way:

1♥ - 2♣
2NT - 3♦ (this clarifies that the club suit is 5+ cards but doesn’t have to be a real diamond suit)

Now South can bid 3♥: this says I’m not sure what partner wants to do, but I hold a very good hand and can 
choose to wait. North bids 3♠: this is 4th suit, but as it is bid after partner has already bid 2NT, it should show a 
good hand.

After 3♠, South has a better idea of what North wants to do, so can bid 4♣ to show a holding such as Kx. Now 
everything is easy: 4♦ cue, 4♥ cue, 4NT ask, 5♥ 2 key cards, and North should not forget 5NT.

Finally, South has the responsibility of bidding the grand slam, but 6♠ along the way is safe, giving North the op-
portunity to choose between notrumps and clubs.

(Rakesh Kumar edited the text of this article)

http://www.nswba.com.au

